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Purpose of review
Periodontal diseases are inflammatory conditions that were once thought to
have manifestations localized to the oral cavity alone, and were therefore considered
the concern of only dentists and other oral health professionals. Emerging evidence
has changed this view and now suggests that periodontal diseases may play a
role in numerous conditions that impact systemic well being, including diabetes mellitus.
This review examines the relationships that exist between periodontal diseases and
diabetes mellitus, with a focus on potential common pathophysiologic pathways
including those associated with inflammation, altered host responses, and insulin
resistance.
Recent findings
Periodontal inflammation is associated with an elevated systemic inflammatory state and
an increased risk of major cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction and
stroke, adverse pregnancy outcomes such as preeclampsia, low birth weight and
preterm birth, and altered glycemic control in people with diabetes. Intervention trials
suggest that periodontal therapy, which decreases the intraoral bacterial bioburden and
reduces periodontal inflammation, can have a significant impact on systemic
inflammatory status. Evidence suggests that periodontal therapy is associated with
improved glycemic control in many patients with both diabetes and periodontal
diseases.
Summary
Recognition of the bilateral relationships between oral and systemic health will
challenge physicians and dentists to work together closely in the future when managing
patients with diabetes and periodontal disease.
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Introduction
Diabetes mellitus and periodontal diseases are both
chronic inflammatory disorders that have a major impact
on the health and well being of millions of individuals
worldwide. Periodontal diseases are among the most
common diseases in humans; therefore, if the presence
of periodontal diseases plays any role in overall systemic
health, the public health impact may be substantial.
Evidence consistently reveals that diabetes is a risk factor
for increased severity of gingivitis and periodontitis [1].
Conversely, periodontitis is a risk factor for worsening
glycemic control in patients with diabetes, and may
increase the risk for diabetic complications [1,2]. While
associations between periodontal diseases and several
chronic systemic diseases have been demonstrated in
recent years, the most consistently supported interaction
has been that between periodontal disease and diabetes
[1,3].

Inflammatory periodontal diseases and
overall systemic effects
Approximately 75% of adults in the United States have
gingivitis (inflammation of the gingival tissues surrounding the teeth), while about 35% have periodontitis
(inflammation involving the supporting structures of
the teeth including the periodontal ligament and alveolar
bone) [4]. Severe periodontitis resulting in loss of alveolar
bone, destruction of the connective tissue attachment
between the bone and the root surface of the tooth, and
formation of deep pockets around the teeth is seen in
about 13% of Americans (Fig. 1).
The periodontium is a unique ecological niche in the
human body. In people without teeth, the mucosal lining
of the oral cavity is intact and is inhabited by a commensal
bacterial microbiota that provides little challenge to the
host, similar to that seen on an intact skin surface. The
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Figure 1 Transition from gingival health to periodontal disease

Figure 2 An extracted tooth with the gingival tissue attached

(a) Gingival health occurs in subjects with impeccable oral hygiene,
minimal plaque biofilm, and the absence of clinical inflammation. (b) In
gingivitis, ineffective plaque biofilm control results in clinical signs of
soft tissue inflammation (gingival erythema, edema and bleeding).
(c) Patients with periodontitis exhibit significant deep inflammatory
changes, including tissue destruction (periodontal pocket formation,
clinical attachment loss, and alveolar bone resporption). Adapted
with permission from F.A. Scannapieco, Compendium of Continuing
Education in Dentistry; Published by Dental Learning Systems Co.,
2004.

The soft tissue was reflected from the tooth allowing for the visualization
of the subgingival calculus and plaque, as well as the chronic granulation
tissue lining the internal aspect of the periodontal pocket. Photograph
taken by Dr Bobby Roman, Jacksonville, Florida, USA.

presence of teeth changes this ecological niche because
the teeth project through the mucosal surface. An analogous situation would be a skin surface into which an
intravenous catheter or an ostomy is placed. The formerly
intact skin surface is now interrupted and the junction
between the skin surface and the ostomy or catheter
becomes a site of persistent microbial challenge. At
the junction between the gingiva and the tooth, there
is a space known as the ‘gingival sulcus’ in health and the
‘periodontal pocket’ in disease. In the sulcus or pocket
there exists a delicate balance between microbial colonization and host defense. Periodontal diseases are
initiated by bacteria residing in biofilms along the tooth
surface at this interface of the gingival tissues and the
tooth, many of which are Gram-negative and anaerobic
[5]. There is a persistent microbial wound present at
this site, a wound contaminated by any of the more than
400 bacterial species present in the mouth. An intact
wound healing response is necessary to prevent local
tissue destruction or systemic dissemination of bacterial
products (Fig. 2).
Biofilm-related products released into the periodontal
pocket include bacterial endotoxins, chemotactic
peptides and organic acids [6]. Inflammation results
in ulceration of the epithelial pocket lining, providing
ready access of these compounds into the gingival
tissues. This results in further stimulation of the host
response, activation of host enzymes including matrix
metalloproteinases, and release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-1, TNF-a, IL-6, IL-17, and
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), among others [1]. This
cascade of events leads to eventual destruction of
periodontal tissues (Fig. 3).

In untreated severe periodontal disease, the cumulative
surface area of ulcerated pocket epithelium has been
estimated to range from 8 to 20 cm2, which approximates
the size of the palm of an adult hand [7]. Thus, the
potential for bacterial products and resultant inflammatory
mediators to reach the systemic circulation is significant.
Bacteremia and endotoxemia can be induced by dental
procedures as well as by normal daily activities like chewing and tooth brushing [8,9]. In one study [10], chewing
induced systemic endotoxemia in 40% of patients with
periodontitis compared to only 12% of periodontally
healthy patients; furthermore, the concentration of
endotoxin was five-fold greater in the bloodstream of
subjects with periodontitis. This study clearly demonstrates that periodontitis can result in systemic dissemination of bacterial products during daily function.
There is a large body of evidence demonstrating elevated
serum markers and mediators of inflammation in individuals with periodontitis, particularly if the periodontal
destruction is severe or affects numerous teeth [11,12].
Periodontal therapy has been associated with a subsequent
decrease in these serum inflammatory markers, such as
IL-6, TNF-a, and C-reactive protein (CRP) [13]. Periodontitis is also associated with endothelial dysfunction and
elevated serum levels of intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(ICAM-1), vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1),
and E-selectin. Periodontal therapy results in improved
endothelial function and reduction in these cell adhesion
molecules [14]. Periodontitis has also been shown to
induce a prothrombotic state, with elevations in serum
von Willebrand factor and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) [15]. It is thus clear that the presence of
periodontal inflammation has effects that range well
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Figure 3 Bacteria are necessary agents in the pathogenesis of periodontitis

Bacteria and their antigens stimulate a host immunoinflammatory response, which serves to destroy the pathogenic organisms. The response can also
result in tissue destruction, however, through the production of proinflammatory cytokines and mediators. Production of certain proteases enhances
tissue destruction. Variability in this immunoinflammatory response between individuals may alter the protective versus destructive nature of the
response. This variability may be due to a variety of genetic and environmental factors that increase or decrease the risk for disease expression, such as
diabetes.

beyond the oral cavity. In a striking demonstration of this
fact, a recent study [16] examined 67 individuals with
severe periodontitis requiring extraction of all remaining
teeth. Serum levels of CRP, PAI-1, and fibrinogen were
all significantly reduced 12 weeks following extraction.
Similarly, total white blood cell count and the number of
neutrophils and lymphocytes decreased significantly
following treatment. Tooth extraction results in elimination of the periodontal pocket and eradication of the
ecological niche in which the local and systemic challenge
to the host is instigated by the presence of biofilm. While
nobody would suggest wholesale extraction of all teeth in
all patients with periodontitis, this study and others in
which periodontal therapy was performed to improve
the health of the existing dentition demonstrate that
inflammatory periodontitis poses a challenge to the host,
and that reduction of periodontal inflammation has potential positive systemic benefits to the host as well.

Impact of diabetes on the periodontium
There is strong evidence that diabetes is a risk factor for
gingivitis and periodontitis, and the level of glycemic
control appears to be an important determinant in this
relationship [1,17,18,19]. Diabetes patients with poor
glycemic control are at greater risk for progression of
periodontal destruction over time, and are more likely to
have severe periodontitis than those with well controlled
diabetes [20,21]. There are a wide range of mechanisms
by which diabetes adversely affects the periodontium
[1,3]. In general, the mechanisms that explain the
classic microvascular and macrovascular complications
of diabetes are also operant in the periodontium. The
periodontium is a richly vascularized end organ, similar in
many respects to the retina and the glomerulus. Thus,
accumulation of advanced glycation end products and

their effects on cell-to-matrix and matrix-to-matrix interactions, increased tissue oxidant stress, altered endothelial
cell function, elevated activity of matrix metalloproteinases, and similar changes seen in the tissues affected by the
classic diabetic complications also occur in the periodontal
tissues [1,18].
The periodontium is different from other tissues and
organs, as previously mentioned, in that the periodontium
undergoes constant wounding from the bacterial biofilm.
The immunoinflammatory response, so critical to maintaining periodontal health, is markedly altered in many
people with diabetes. Diabetes results in changes in
the function of immune cells including neutrophils,
monocytes and macrophages. Neutrophil adherence,
chemotaxis and phagocytosis are often impaired, enabling
bacteria to persist in the periodontal pocket and to significantly increase periodontal destruction [18]. Conversely,
the monocyte–macrophage cell line may be hyperresponsive to bacterial antigens in people with diabetes, resulting
in significantly increased production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and mediators [22]. For example, peripheral
blood monocytes from individuals with diabetes demonstrate upregulated production of TNF-a in response to
antigens from the Gram-negative, anaerobic periodontal
pathogen Porphyromonas gingivalis, when compared to
monocytes from people without diabetes [23]. This hyperinflammatory monocyte/macrophage response results in
elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the
gingival crevicular fluid that is present in the periodontal
pocket adjacent to the teeth. Furthermore, poorly controlled diabetes is associated with a two-fold elevation in
crevicular fluid IL-1b levels compared to well controlled
diabetes [24]. These host defense alterations in diabetes
result in increased periodontal inflammation and destruction of the supporting structures of the teeth (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 Periapical radiographs and clinical photographs
demonstrating 70–80% bone loss in a patient with diabetes

renal complications in people with diabetes, independent
of other risk factors for these conditions.
One of the most important means of determining the
impact of periodontal diseases on diabetes is through
intervention trials. Periodontal treatment usually consists
of the debridement of root surfaces to remove bacterial
plaque biofilms and mineralized accretions (calculus).
Such debridement, called scaling and root planing,
can be done using a nonsurgical approach or following
surgical reflection of soft tissue flaps to allow visual and
physical access to the root surfaces and alveolar bone.
(Fig. 5)
In some cases, systemic antibiotics are used as an adjunct
to therapy. In people with diabetes, the tetracycline class
of antibiotics has most frequently been used since the
tetracyclines are known to decrease production of matrix
metalloproteinases such as collagenase, in addition to
their antimicrobial effects [28].

(a) The radiographs demonstrate extensive bone loss due to the periodontal infection. In the absence of periodontal infection, one would
expect the bone levels to be at position A. (b) Photograph taken
during periodontal surgery, after flap reflection, reveals the extent
of bone loss B. In the absence of periodontal infection, one would
expect the bone levels to be at position A.

Figure 5 Calculus can be seen on the root of the tooth, both
before and after reflection of the soft tissue

Impact of inflammatory periodontal diseases
on diabetes
The presence of periodontal diseases can have a significant
impact on the metabolic state in diabetes. Diabetic subjects with periodontitis have a six-fold higher risk for
worsening of glycemic control over time compared to
diabetic subjects without periodontitis [25]. Periodontitis
is also associated with an increased risk for diabetic
complications. In one study [2], 82% of diabetic patients
with periodontitis experienced one or more major cardiovascular, cerebrovascular or peripheral vascular events
during the study period of 1–11 years, compared to
only 21% of diabetic subjects without periodontitis. A
longitudinal trial [26] examined the effect of periodontal
disease on mortality in over 600 subjects with type 2
diabetes. After accounting for other known risk factors,
the death rate from ischemic heart disease was 2.3 times
higher in people with severe periodontitis than in subjects
without periodontitis or with only mild periodontitis, while
the death rate from diabetic nephropathy was 8.5 times
higher in those with severe periodontitis. In people with
type 2 diabetes, moderate to severe periodontitis was
associated with an increased risk of macroalbuminuria
and end-stage renal disease by two to three-fold over a
follow-up period of up to 22 years, compared to those with
little or no periodontitis [27]. Thus, the presence of
periodontal disease is associated with cardiovascular and

(a) A patient with periodontitis. Recession is due to loss of underlying
bone support. The arrow is identifying subgingival calculus that is visible
under the gingival tissue. (b) A flap is reflected to directly visualize and
gain access in order to definitively remove the plaque and calculus.
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Clinical intervention trials suggest a significant metabolic
benefit of periodontal therapy in people with diabetes.
Several studies of diabetic subjects with severe periodontitis have shown improvements in glycemic control
following scaling and root planing combined with adjunctive systemic doxycycline therapy [29–31]. In these
studies, patients demonstrated an approximate 10%
reduction in HbA1c levels 2–3 months after periodontal
therapy, with no concomitant changes in medical management regimens (an absolute decrease in HbA1c of about
1%). Other studies show that scaling and root planing
without adjunctive antibiotics results in improved periodontal health as well as reductions in HbA1c values
[32,33]. Not all studies, however, show the same degree
of effect. In some, periodontal treatment resulted in
improved periodontal health but no significant change in
glycemic control [34]. These conflicting results are difficult to interpret, especially given the wide range of medical treatment regimens used by study populations, which
may confound changes related to resolution of periodontal
inflammation. In most studies, there is significant heterogeneity in glycemic control changes after periodontal
treatment. For example, reductions of one to two absolute
HbA1c percentage points may be seen in some subjects
after treatment, while other subjects receiving the
same therapy may show little change in HbA1c values.
In a meta-analysis of 10 intervention trials including
456 patients, the weighted average decrease in absolute
HbA1c values was approximately 0.7% following periodontal treatment consisting of debridement and systemic
antibiotic therapy, but this reduction was not found to be
statistically significant [35]. Heterogeneity in study populations, inadequate sample sizes, and confounding effects
of smoking, body mass index, and medications, makes the
results of this meta-analysis difficult to generalize.
The impact of periodontal therapy on glycemic control is
often related to changes in periodontal health after treatment [29]. That is, HbA1c values are decreased more in
subjects who demonstrate greater reduction in periodontal
inflammation after treatment than in those who still have
considerable inflammation despite therapy. For example,
in a study of patients with well controlled type 2 diabetes
some subjects received a thorough debridement of the
teeth, while control subjects received no treatment [33].
Debridement resulted in a 50% reduction in gingival
bleeding and a reduction in mean HbA1c from 7.3% to
6.5%. The control group had no change in gingival bleeding and no improvement in HbA1c (baseline mean 7.0%;
follow-up mean 7.3%). Thus, changes in glycemic control
may reflect changes in the level of gingival inflammation.
Extensive research has examined the mechanisms by
which periodontal diseases might impact glycemic control
in diabetes [1,3]. From the discussion above, it is clear
that inflammatory periodontal diseases may have signifi-

cant effects on systemic health. Elevations in serum
inflammatory and thrombotic mediators such as TNF-a,
IL-6, fibrinogen and CRP in individuals with periodontitis
may have a major impact on glycemic control, especially
through their effect on insulin resistance [36,37]. These
mediators are significantly elevated in the presence of
obesity, insulin resistance, hyperglycemia and diabetes
[3]. Obesity and insulin resistance are linked to the actions
of IL-6 and TNF-a, and their resultant stimulation
of acute phase reactant production in the liver [38]. In
individuals with type 2 diabetes and periodontitis, elevated serum inflammatory mediators resulting from the
periodontal disease may add to existing insulin resistance,
worsening glycemic control (Fig. 6).
A recent study of individuals with type 2 diabetes and
periodontitis [39] demonstrated that serum levels of
TNF-a were significantly correlated to the severity of
periodontal destruction, but not to the body mass index.
Furthermore, a dose–response relationship was seen
between the severity of periodontitis and serum TNF-a
levels, suggesting that periodontal disease may play a
major role in elevating this pro-inflammatory cytokine
closely linked to insulin resistance. Animal studies support
this concept. For example, in a study of prediabetic Zucker
fatty rats (ZFRs) and nondiabetic control rats, periodontitis
Figure 6 Model to describe insulin resistance as a possible
mechanism common to periodontal infection and systemic
complications such as type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease

Insulin resistance (often initiated or exacerbated by obesity) results in
hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia, which worsens glycemic control.
Hyperglycemia may then increase the risk for periodontal disease. Insulin
resistance is also associated with hyperlipidemia (CH, cholesterol; TG,
triglycerides). Increased TNF-a levels associated with obesity may result
in increased C-reactive protein (CRP) production by the liver, further
exacerbating hyperlipidemia, Increased lipid levels, particularly low
density lipoprotein and triglyceride, increase the risk for heart disease
and may play a role in the pathogenesis of periodontal disease.
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was induced with placement of ligatures around the teeth
in test animals [40]. This resulted in increased glucose
intolerance in the ZFRs with periodontitis compared
to ZFRs without periodontitis. Most interestingly, periodontitis in lean control rats resulted in increased fasting
glucose, insulinemia, and insulin resistance. Therefore,
periodontitis affected glucose metabolic regulation in both
lean and prediabetic rats.
Periodontal treatment that reduces periodontal inflammation may restore insulin sensitivity, resulting in
improved metabolic control [37,41]. Intervention studies
showing improved glycemic control following periodontal
therapy would support such a hypothesis. In a pilot study of
subjects with type 2 diabetes and periodontitis [41], periodontal treatment resulted in a significant reduction in
serum TNF-a levels, which was accompanied by a significant decrease in mean HbA1c levels from 8.0% to
7.1%. The decrease in HbA1c values was strongly correlated with the reductions in serum TNF-a levels following treatment. Thus, periodontal treatment may reduce
inflammation not only locally, but also can decrease serum
levels of the inflammatory mediators that cause insulin
resistance; thereby positively affecting glycemic control.
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